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SUMMARY 

The electric arc furnace is a versatile steelmaking unit. It is particularly 

suited for small-scale non-integrated operation and for alloy steelmaking. The 

paper reviews the recent technological developments which have further widened its 

scope and usefulness, until today it can economically produce even plain carbon 

steels in large tonnages. The advent of continuous casting has enabled the instal- 

lation of electric fu mace/con cast plantb to produce billets for re--rolling, which 

at favourable locations can well be competitive with billets produced by the large 

integrated steelworks using ingot practice and conventional primary rolling mills. 

It is interesting to note that while there has been a major ferment in steel 

production technology with the oxygen converter (B.O.F.) rapidly outpacing the 

open-hearth as the major steel producer, the share of electric arc furnace steel 

continues xo increase though at a slow rate.  It is possible to visualise that in 

* This is a summary of the paper issued under the same title as ID/WG.14/24 
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the next  15 to 20 years,  the oxygen converter and the electric furnace would be the 

only two principal sceelmaking processes  in most countries  - with the B.O.P. 

converting  the bulk of liquid iron to steel,   and the electric furnace  taking care 

of the bulk of the scrap.     In developing countries such a two-process   situation 

would come  even  earlier,  because   they have the  unique  opportunity of  straightaway- 

starting with the oxygen converter for  integrated operations  or the  arc furnace  for 

scrap-based  small-scale production,   whereas  the  industrialized countries have the 

problem of  retiring their existing open-hearths. 

One  of the major  problems  of  the developing countries   is  shortage  of capital, 

and the consequent necessity of utilizing resources with maximum effectiveness and 

producing  steel  at  competitive costs,   so  that   this  industry  can  generate surpluses 

to plough   back  into the economy.     This,   in turn,  calls for adoption of up-to-date 

technologies  and  of  intensive  efforts  (on the  part  of the  owner,   generally  the 

government   in most developing countries)  to cut down costs  of new steelworks to 

the barest   essentials.     These countries  also  lack technological   skills  and machine 

building capacity,   and therefore  ultimately  depend upon  industrialized nations  to 

supply the  plant,   often on  "turn-key" arrangements.     At times this prevents  the 

developing country from securing the best process arid the   lowest cost,   most 

efficient   plant.     First of all,   "tied-aid"  itself adds  to   the  cost  of   imported 

equipment;   then,   the  necessity of   installing  technology available with  the donor 

rather than that  best   suited  to  the owner may   further add  to  investment  costs  and 

to  recurring operating costs.     It   would  therefore be   in the  interest   oí developing 

countries  to resist   "turn-key" or  "tied-aid" arrangements   for such plants.     Compe- 

tition between  suppliers,  based upon well prepared specifications  and  plans by 

consultants,   has the best chance  of resulting in a viable  electric arc furnace 

project. 

Another major draw-back  in developing countries  is the shortage  of steel scrap 

- the basic melting stock for the  electric arc furnace.     Without a strong industrial 

base,   the  generation  of capital   scrap as well  as process  scrap  is inadequate. 

Further,   if an  integrated steel   plant  is already coming'ùp  in the country,   more 

likely than not   it   is  based on continuous casting so that  plant  return scrap is 

only say   10 per cent,   and the steel plant  itself may want   to purchase  scrap for its 

B.O.F. s  from the open  market - scrap which would otherwise go to electric furnaoes. 

,;,,,; te^8tea^«ii«»fci¡^^ , ..^¿..c     -    ...       .^...o^^i^ja 
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The shortage of scrap need not be a serious handicap as  alternative melting 

stock such as  sponge iron can now be  considered.     The developing country which has 

a fair iron ore reserve may produce pre-reduced pellets to supplement the charge to 

the electric   arc  furnace.     In  most  cases,   however,   this material  may cost  slightly 

more than good melting scrap and the  cost  of steel  would also be  somewhat  higher. 

If the  country  already has blast  furnace  ironmaking (or  the   raw material   and market 

conditions  for  installing a blast  furnace),   hot  metal   (say  50  per cent)   and scrap 

(50 per cent)  could also  form the arc furnace charge.     The paper malees estimates of 

the cost of production cf liquid steel using alternative charges under assumed 

conditions. 

A third problem is  that the electric  power required for arc  furnace  steel- 

making may not be  abundantly available in developing countries.     Where available, 

it is often  argued that   electricity could more effectively be  utilized to light 

villages and  install pumping sets for  irrigation.     Large electric  furnaces are 

considered an  undesirable load for an electricity grid because  of the wide 

fluctuations   in voltage  they  impose  upon the system during meltdown.     Hut   for 

furnaces of up to  say  20-25 tons - which  provide  an optimum   initial size   in 

most  situations - such difficulties  can now be effectively met.     Further,   the 

power consumption  itself per ton of liquid steel   can be brought down with such 

techniques as  preheating of scrap. 

A final   factor pertinent  to developing countries  is the  technical   skills to 

install an electric furnace meltshop,   and to operate and maintain   it efficiently. 

Electric furnace  installation and operation are  relatively simple.     A well-devised 

training programme could readily create the basic  skills required. 

The paper presents  a case  study  of electric  arc  furnace  steelmaking  in  India. 

Starting in  1922 with a   2-ton  furnace  in Calcutta,   there are  now a total   of 1?6 

units with a combined rated capacity  of about 900,000 tons/year^    Most  of these 

furnaces are  operating in steel foundries  while  some are also producing small 

tonnages of ingot  steel.     The  largest units today  are  the 50-ton  furnaces powered 

by 18,750 kVA transformers at  Hindustan Steel's  Alloy Steels   Plant at Durgapur. 

While the electric furnace has hitherto been used primarily for alloy steels 

and castings  in India,   its share in carbon steel   is now expected to increase in 

•^::^..MSMm&J^SmMmèak»iàjEMm^   
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conjunction with continuous  casting installations for billet production.     The  25- 

ton arc furnace at  Mukand,   Kalwe,   and the  25-ton furnace under construction  at 

Arkonam (Madras Government  project) are  instances  in this direction.     The  Indian 

Government   is also thinking in terms of electric furnace/continuous casting  instal- 

lations at  favourable  locations  to  supply billets  to  the  re-rolling industry. 

The  paper concludes  that   for developing countries,   arc  furnace/continuous 

casting plants  could well be  considered  initially  for  small-scale  steel  production 

as the capital   required will   be  low,   operating costs  can be competitive,   technology 

is well  established  and the  necessary operating skill   could be  readily developed. 

Provision needs  to be  made   in  the  initial  layout  for  expanding the meltshop and 

also  for  installing new techniques  such  as  vacuum degassing.     Depending on  resour- 

ces,   such  a plant  may  be  subsequently  integrated with  other facilities.     Where 

substantial   steel   tonnages   are  envisaged because of  favourable   iron ore  and   coking 

coal   reserves  as  well   as market  conditions,   integrated  steel  plants with blast 

furnaces and oxygen converters  would be  the answer. 
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Though not speotaoular la ita growth as the reoent oxygen 

•teelaaking process, the eleotrlo «ro furnace has steadily inorea- 

s«d its share in the total stasi production over the century.   It 

received an impetus during world war II and established itself as 

a versatile unit for alloy and special steels.   Thereafter, with 

advancing technology, it has made sizeable inroads Into tonnage 

steel with larger and larger units.   It has also demonstrated its 

flexibility in accepting hot metal, pre-refined metal and sponge 

iron in the charge.    Its favourable economics in situations where 

there is availability of cheap scrap and power has now made it a 

olose competitor to even oxygen steel*    Along with continuous 

casting, it has become even more attractive for developing countries* 

Changing Pattern in Steelnaking 

Throughout the history of steelmaking, processes offering 

the optimum technical and economic advantages have successively 

dominated production at any given time, from the ancient cementation 
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process through the crucible, Bessemer, open-hearth end oxygen 

converter.    Since the coming of the open-hearth in 1865, it hat 

been the principal producer, accounting for over 80 percent of 

world steel production till only 10 years ago. 

k real challenge to the open-hearth emerged in the early 

1950e with the introduction of the oxygen converter process, which 

has revolutionised steelmaking technology today.    In spite of the 

tremendous efforts being made by the open-hearth for survival by 

the adoption of intensive production methods (such as high firing 

rates, basic roof, oxygen lancing and dual-hearth), the 100 to 

120 ton per hour productivity of even the largest furnaces (500 to 

700 tons capacity) cannot compete with the over-500-tons-per-hour 

output of large 500-ton LD converters. 

The decisively favourable economics of U> operation is 

steadily pushing the open-hearth out fro. its preponderant position. 

While the U> process has made substantial inroads into the open 

hearths' domain, it is interesting that the electric arc furnact 

ha. in iw countries expanded its share of steel production. 

At the beginning of this century, when the electric arc 

**»*» made its debut, it was used mainly in the foundry industry, 

.ad than for production of tool steels«, largely replacing th. 

erucibl. process.   Its development in the yaars between world war I 

and world war II was primarily in the field of alloy steel product*». 
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The litt of furnaces increased and 20-feet diameter furnaces with 

capacities of upto 90 tons were introduced during world war II. 

The electric furnace has entered the field of plain carbon 

steels only in the last two decades.   About 62 percent of the 

electric furnace production in the United States is currently in 

such steels.    In Japan, of the total electric steel production of 

9.24 million tons in 1966, plain carbon steels (in ingots and 

castings) constitute 5.92 million tons (that is, 64 percent). 

Output by Processes 

The crude steel production by processes in some of the 

developed countries (USA, USSR, Japan, UK) is shown in Table 1.   The 

tonnage figures upto 1966 are compiled from statistics published by 

various agencies; the projections for 1970 and 1975 have been based 

on available forecasts for the countries, suitably modified by us 

to take into account current trendsdMsMsJfUMsMe),^),^). 

These trends are of interest to countries which are now only on 

the threshold of large scale industrialisation. 

In a fast ohanging field such as steelmmklng technology, 

it 1« perhaps hasardous to make forecasts,   nevertheless, all 

countries need to look ahead 10 years, 15 years, 20 years, so at 

to anticipate ohanges and plan a strategy to meet them. 
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TABI* i     -     «»itntt STEEL PRODUCTION BY PROGESSES. 
àâaAA   iflgS. l5^TT9fiR AND yOKEÜASTS FOR 1970 & 1976 

(All figures in metric tons) 

tott»»1 0"tnut3  
1955 1960 1965 

Forecasts  
1970   me 

mill t   mill t  mill t »ill t       Bill t 

PSA 
Open-hearth 
Bessemer 
Oxygen Steel (LD) 
Electric 

Total 

USSR 
Open-hearth •• 
Bessemer •• 
Oxygen Steel (LD) .. 
Electric •• 

Total • • 

JAPAN 
Open-hearth • • 
Oxygen Steel (LD) •• 
Electric •• 

Total 

m 
Open-hearth 
Oxygen Steel (LD) 
ELeotric 

Total 

95.80 
5.00 
0.27 
7.2? 

106.54 

59.85 
2.01 

_¿u 
45.27 

8.22 

1.19 

9.42 

17.55 
1.46 
1.12 

20.11 

78.55 
1.08 
5.04 
7.60 

85.45 
0.55 

20.76 

54.00 

54.00 
JIM 

50.00 

62.00 
28.00 

90.07       119.26 125.00       155.00 

55.11 
1.87 
2.50 
5.82 

65.50 

15.05 
2.65 
4.46 

22.14 

20.86 
2.12 

_1.71 

24.69 

76.28 
1.90 
5.82 
9.00 

91.00 

10.16 
22.65 
8.57 

41.16 

17.49 
6.46 

27.44 

95.00 

20.00 
12.00 

85.00 

52.00 
15.00 

127.00       150.00 

8.00 
50.00 
12.00 

70.00 

14.00 
12.00 
5.00 

5.00 
62.00 
15.00 

80.00 

7.00 
21.00 
.2*00. 

51.00 55.00 

In the united States, the share of the electric arc fumaci 

increased from 2.5 percent of the total ingot production In 1940 to 

11.5 percent in 1967.   While there »as a two-fold increase in total 

O.S. ingot production, electric furnace output registered altost a 

ten-fold increase.   By 1975, the share of the electric fumaos Ü 

expected to be around 17 percent. 
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In USSR «ml UK alto the production of electric furnace steal 

is rlaing«    la Japan open-hearth steel has steadily declined fro» 

87 percent in 1955 till it is only 24 percent of total in 1965 (18$ 

in 1966), whereas LD has registered a dramatic increase from nothing 

to 55 percent in 1965 (62.5# in 1966); the electric furnaca continues 

to maintain its position without any inroads from the LD process.   In 

countries such as Sweden and Norway which have abundant sources of 

electric energy, electric furnace steel is over 50 percent. 

Trend in World Steel Production 

In Table 2 the world crude steel production for 1955, 1960 

and 1965 by processes, and our estimates for 1970 and 1975» based on 

our rent trends, are set out and shown in Fig. 1. 

TABLE 2 - WORLD STEEL PRODUCTION BY. PROGESSES. 1955. 
1960. 1965 & FORECASTS FOR 1970 & 1975 

Open-hearth        ., 
Bessemer & others 
Oxygen Steel (LD) 
Electric ., 

Total      ., 

Actual Output s  
1955    1960    1965 

mill t   mill t 

201.47 
47.65 

20-88 

289.96 

256.52 
61.06 
12.19 

844.92 

mill t 

269.50 
57.50 
74.90 

456.80 

Forecasts 
JâZ2_ 

250.00 
55.00 

220.00 
67.00 

12ZL 
mill t      mill t 

215.00 
15.00 

569.00 
101,00 

870.00       700.00 

The world production of eleotrio steel in 1966 rose to 62 mill- 

ion tons, out of total output of about 474 million tons.    By 1975, we 

•stimate it will rise to over 100 million tons out of an anticipated 

total world crude steel production of 700 million tons. 
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Aecording to present trends, it appears that all new steal 

produotion capacity being installed will be divided mainly between 

U> and electric furnace, and as always the supremacy between them 

will be resolved in terms of investment, operating cost and product 

quality for apecific installations.    For the production of quality 

steels including stainless steels, the electric furnace will remain 

paramount for some time to come, although the LD process is attempting 

a break-through even in this direction.    As for steel foundries,  it 

would today be difficult indeed to find justification for a steal- 

making process other than the electric furnace. 

In the next 15 to 20 years, the oxygen converter and tha 

electric furnace may be the only Wo principal steelmaking processe, 

in »ost countries - with the LD converting the bulk of liquid iron 

to steel, and the electric furnace taking care of the bulk of tha 

.crap.    IB developing countries such a two-process situation would 

coma even earlier, because they have the unique opportunity of 

.traightaway starting with the oxygen converter for integrated 

opsrationa or the arc furnace for scrap-based small scale production, 

wharea. the industrialised countries hav. the problem of retiring 

their Misting opan-h.arth.. 

T.-.hi.iflnfllc.l De7«lopment» 

Th. technologic «wlution In at..l«klnf in th. l«t 

tal, i. al» having a .ignlficnt .ff.ct on th. futur, rol. of th. 

.l.ctrlc furn«..    At «rlou. nl«f. vh.r. th. prlo. «nd .«liability 

of .l.ctrlc pow.r and .t..l .cr.p «» f«our.bl., th. .l«trio 
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furnaoe bated on oold scrap salting practica has displaced the cold- 

eharga open-hearth.    A development which has favoured the growth of 

aro furnace steelmaking in recent years is the   continuous casting 

of steel which can readily be scheduled to match the operating cycle 

of an electric furnace.    Fürther, the limited scrap melting capability 

of the LD process makes available larger tonnages of scrap for the 

electric furnace« 

Sorap Allocation;      Efforts towards increasing the scrap proportion 

in the LD charge are made by the use of auxiliary fuel, calciua, 

carbide, etc.    While it may appear that additional steel is being 

produced by using more scrap, the overall economics of steelmaking 

has to be examined closely.    A comparison of scrap plus hot metal in 

the LD vis-a-vis ore plus hot metal in the LD and all the scrap in 

electric furnace indicates that there ia little difference  in the 

overall cost of steel'®';  if the higher productivity of the ID while 

using no scrap is taken into account, the cost advantage would be 

towards using bot metal in the LD   and all the scrap in the electric 

furnace.    Thus, as noted earlier, future practice may well be that 

the LD concentrates on using hot metal and the arc furnace takes 

care of all the sorap. 

As regards scrap availability for steelmaking, this is 

expected to be adequata in the foreseeable future.    According to an 

United Nations study, the availability of scrap in 1972-75 has been 

estimated at around 289.5 Billion tons based on a world orude steal 
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production of Août 680 million ton»(*).   On similar basis, it it 

roughly estimated that the scrap availability in 1975 would b« about 

BEB Billion tons when the crude steel production is expected to 

reach 700 million tons as foreseen in this paper. 

Against the above availability, the scrap requirement for 

steelmaking in 1975 is estimated at 515 million tons, based on the 

process pattern given in Table 2 and assuming specific scrap con- 

sumption for the different processes on current trends particularly 

in uaa and Japan where the shifting pattern in ateelmaking is more 

pronounced. 

While on a worldwide basis, the scrap availability would be 

satisfactory, there can be shortag« in less developed countries 

engaged on steel expansion programmas.    This is because they cannot 

draw on a potential supply of capital scrap as the steel consumption 

In the earlier period was low.    Also, the process scrap arising in a 

developing country would be lower,  since substantial proportion of 

finished steel goes into construction as compared to advanced 

oountries where manufactured products such as automobiles, consumer 

durables and industrial machinery give rise to relatively more proo«M 

eorap. 

Fürther growth in the share of eleotric furnace steel U 

expected to be favoured by a possible shift in the scrap fro» U> 

to arc furnace, as explained earlier, for reasons of overall eooooay. 

The use of sponge iron under favourable situations would add to tut 

melting stock for arc furnace steel. 
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furnace Siati     Today there art several 200-ton furnaces with ahell 

diameters of 22 to 26 feet and transformer ratings of up to 76,000 kVA, 

such as those at Republic Steel at Canton, Ohio, and Laclede Steel 

Co at Alton, Illinois.    At the Chubu Steel Plate Co in Japan, there 

is a 200-ton electric furnace with 40,000 kVA transformer, and 

similar furnaces are being planned in the USSR.    Electrics of 26 feet 

dia and with 100,000 kVA transformers now being planned are expected 

to operate at 2-^ to 3 hour heat cycles, which means a rate of 100 

tons per hour^'. 

For aro furnaces larger than 200-ton capacity, renewed con- 

sideration is being given to the six-electrode elliptical shell 

design, to overcome problems of power input and furnace wall 

maintenance^'.    Lower secondary voltages and lover current values 

could be used.   With six energy liberating points the power is better 

utilised in the steel bath, with less radiation to roof and walls 

thereby minimising refractory wear.    Also, the elliptical shape 

facilitates back wall maintenance.    Interest is also shown in the 

replaceable or interchangeable furnace shell concept.   The advantages 

are greater operating flexibility, elimination of contamination from 

one quality steel to another, and higher furnace availability. 

Some of the other methods being used to Increase production 

and reduce costs are operation with very high power inputs, intensive 

oxygen injection with adequate fume removal system, scrap pre-heating, 

continuous charging of sponge Iron, and linear programming methods to 

optimise furnace charge. 
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fflflffh Power Oneratlont     This if economically attractive in many 

situations.    For instance, Northwestern Steel & Wire Co connected 

a 85,000 kVA capacity transformer to a 160-ton furnace and is obtaining 

a productivity of over 70 tons per hour with cold scrap. 

The superior performance of high power operation is evident 

from the results of recent work done at Hojalata y Lamina S.A., 

Monterrey, Mexico (HÏLSA) on application of ultra high power on 

their electric arc furnaces^.    In Nove roer 1965 the 7,500 kVA 

transformer on a 35-ton 13 feet dia furnace was replaced by a 

20,000 kVA transformer.    Initially only three of the four groups of 

transformer coils were connected, giving a capacity of 15,000 kVA. 

Subsequently,  the fourth group of coils was also connected to give 

«ran higher transformer ratings.    The original operation at 265 kW 

per ton of liquid steel was progressively raised to 477 kW per ton 

of liquid steel.    Furnace output increased from 5,440 tons per month 

to 5,150 tons, that is by 50 percent.    The overall effect on production 

costs was a decrease of about 12 percent as compered to costs using 

the original 7,500 kVA transformer. The effect of ultra high power 

operation on production and costs is shown in Fig. 2.    The work dona 

at HYLSA demonstrates that when electric energy tariffs are 

favourable, a fair increase in production can be achieved fro. tht 

•ame furnace equipment by operation at high power. 

As regards electric power, this is often not available la 

abundance for electric furnace operation in some of the developing 

countries.   Large Metric furnaces ara considered an undaairtblt 

•   ÌÌ-SfcL 6       ^.» aj-  J-  . ., 
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load for «n electrl iity grid because of tha heavy fluctuations In 

tha load and the frequent voltage dips they impose upon the system 

during melt down.    But for furnaces of unto say 20 to 25 tons - which 

provide an optimum initial sii-e in most situations in developing 

countries - such difficulties do not generally arise as the power 

grid systems are sufficiently rigid.    Further, the power consumption 

itself per ton of liquid steel can be brought down with such techniques 

as preheating of scrap and with improvements in the sise, construction 

and performance of electric furnaces. 

In this context, it should be mentioned that while the unit 

price of fuels such as coal and oil has been showing constant increase, 

there has been a decline in the relative prioe of eleetrieity(15). 

With the advent of nuclear powered plants, it will now be possible to 

build such units even where other types oí  fuel are not available. 

The Importance of this trend has to be kept in view, as the cost of 

power will become increasingly competitive with other fuels and 

would favour the economics of arc furnace ateelmaking in future. 

further, technological development« are under way to make 

eleotrodes of higher strength and greater conductivity which will 

reduoe the consumption of electrode.   High tensity graphite electrodes 

with grain orientation a« veil am graphite fibre coapoeites are being 

developed to produce low resistivity, high strength electrodes. 

^«.h^tln» at aeran,    Another interesting development is the use 

of pre-heated scrap which has been successfully tried out and regu- 

larly practised in some plants.   As early as 1959, the Christiania 

-. „*.J*¿~m*».^*¿íA. A    . -i-dat*   ^.-afe. >JJ¿Á.Í.Í .A.mim,'l.;.: „,._•=..JML.. 
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Spigerverk in Norway introduced scrap pre-heating in their are furnace 

plant.   With an average pre-heating temperature of S60°C the melting 

time was reduced by about 15$ and the production increased by about 

10$.   There vere also other advantages such as lover electrode consum- 

ption and longer lining life. 

A Swedish meltshop with 50-ton aro furnaces employing a scrap 

pre-heat temperature of 400°C reports a net saving of about $ 0,70 per 

ton of steel.   Recently, pre-heated scrtp has also been regularly 

practised at the Campana plant of Delmina Siderea(14) as veil a« in 

TAMSA plant at Veracrus in Mexico. 

The operating results of using cold charge and pre-heated 

oharge (500°C) as obtained at Campana in their 54-ton furnace with 

15,400 kVA transformer are indicated below i 

Production rate - t/hr 
Power consumption - kVh/t 
Natural gas - Nmtyt 
Electrode consump- 

tion - kg/t 

Avg. of 2 
months with 
oold charge 

15.52 
556.00 

Use of pre- 
heated 
scrap 

15.96 
455.10 
22.25 

5.56 4.24 

Tutf/frta! 

• 19.76 
- 18.15 

- 25.70 

The effect of higher pre-heat temperature on production rate 

and power consumption for this 54-ton capacity furnace is given in 

fig, 5.    It is expected that with at 850°C pre-heat temperature 

production rate would be about 18 tons/hour with a gas consumption 

of 82 Nmfyton end power consumption of 566 kWh/ton. 
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Thii process la gaining importano« because of the inherent 

•avantagea of increased productivity and better quality of steel 

produced by using dry scrap.    The application of this technique will 

be of considerable economic advantage for areas where electric power 

i8 limited and comparatively costlier than fuel. 

FOS and Spray Steelma,klpg Pjrpcess,ea;     Mention should also be made 

here of the fuel oxygen scrap (FOS) and spray steelmaking processus, 

both developed by BI3RA.    Under specific conditions where fuel and 

oxygen are available at reasonable prices, the FOS process could be 

considered.    It is of interest to note that in the FOS process fumes 

are not generated during melting; on the other hand, fume extraction 

and cleaning which are increasingly adopted in arc furnaces, add to 

their investment costs. 

The spray steelmaking process is attracting attention for its 

low inveatment oost as well as the possibility of continuous steel- 

making.    Emerging from the BISRA laboratory and the experimental 

plant at Millom Hematite Ore & Company, UK, in 1966, the first 

commercial unit recently went into operation at the Lancashire Steel 

Manufacturing Co Ltd (capacity of 50 tons/hour).   A second installa- 

tion is presently under construction at the Shelton Iron & Steel Co., 

Stoke-on-Trent.    These processes are still in the early stages of 

development.    Their growth by 1975 will be relatively slow and is 

not expected to materially alter the pattern of steelmaking. 
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Vacui« Degassing:     Vacuum degassing VM developed in the 1980s for 

upgrading the quality of high-ooat alloy and special forging steals 

by producing a cleaner steel with less gas and non-me tallio inclusion 

content.   Beginning with stream degassing of large ingots, the sub- 

sequent development of non-stream degassing methods such as the D-H 

and R-H systems gave a spurt to the installation of degassing units. 

Several basio oxygen and electric furnaces have degassing facilities 

(or provision for adding in future) for the production of higher 

quality steel as well as for the production of continuously cast 

rimming steel which is considered possible with degassing. At present 

the number of installations are estimated to be over 250 with an aggre- 

gate capacity of around 14,000 to 15,000 tons. 

Other technological developments are in the fields of vacuum 

melting (by both induction melting and arc melting) electron-beam 

furnace, and electro-slag melting.    These operations will largely be 

confined to achieve ultimate properties in high strength steels, 

super alloys and speciality products. 

Economics of Electric Furnace Steel 

Various studies have been made in regard to the cost aspects 

of the electric furnace vis-a-vis open hearth and LD.   The conclusions 

of s recent typical study by Battelle Memorial Institute^) indicate 

that the investment cost per annual ton in a large electric arc fumaos 

Shop {$ 18 to 19) is only slightly higher than that (# 17 to 18) of 

an LD shop, while the cost of both electric and LD is considerably 
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l«r« (approximately half) than that of the open-hearth (fi 33 to 34). 

Thsss costa refer to « 1.6 Dillon ton capacity plant.   The studies 

alio confira that, aa ia to be expected, there la substantial reduc- 

tion in investment per annual ingot ton aa plant capacity increases 

for a given process. 

& regard to production cost, the electrlo fumaos «cost above» 

(ß IT to 0») is higher than that of the ID (fi iE to 15) but due to 

lev cost of attallio oharge, the total eleotrlo furnace production 

oost (fi 48 to 49) including fixed charges is lover than that of LD 

stasi (fi 58 to 54).   Ih other words, the eleotrio furnaoe can produce 

oheaper stssl ooapared even to W at locations where abundant scrap 

is available. 

A atudy was recently completed by Dae tur & Company on the 

economies of scala at integrated steel plants in Lati* America^1*). 

Among various altarnatives, this study examined the economies of 

alternative processes for a snail hypothetical plant with an annual 

liquid steel oapaolty of 50,000 tons per year.    The electric furnace 

was considered with alternative charges, namely using 50 percent iron 

fron a blast furnace, 50 percent Iron fron an electric smelting furnace 

without prereduction, 50 percent iron fron an electric smelting 

furnace with pre-reduction, and 100 percent cold »crap.   This again 

shows (Tablo 5) that under the spsoifio conditions of the study, the 

investment and production costs of «re furnace operating on 100 percent 
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TABLE 8 « COMPARATIVE INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION POSTS 
(50,000 metric tons per year liquid steelj 

gtlaulare 
Investment       Production Co3t Production 

Cost (incl fixed charges)    Coat Index 
US S/annual US S/annual 

ton 

LD Converter (1-6 t vessel) 
(75* iron from blast fee 
plus 25% scrap) 

Bleotric Arc Furnace (1-25 t) 
(50Í iron from blast fc« 
plus 50/6 scrap) 

KLeofcrio Arc Furnace (1-25 t) 
(50$ iron from electric 
smelting furnace using 
pre-reduced charge 
plus 50$ scrap) 

üeotric Arc Furnace (1-25 t) 
(50JI iron from electric 
smelting furnace without 
pre-reduced charge plus 
50$ scrap) 

Electric Arc Furnace 
(100$ oold scrap) 

ton 

83.80 

73.SO 

75.50 

75.50 

TI.Î 

102.76 

92.24 

06.25 

101.64 

74.28 

100.00 

89*80 

95.70 

98.90 

71.80 

Botest 
Assumed Unit Costs: 

Steel Scrap 
KLeotrie Power 
Hot metal 

from blast furnaoe 
from elee smelting 

with pre-reduction 
from elee smelting with- 

out pre-reduction 

• • 

US ß 80 per ton 
US ? 0.016 per kWh 

,, US $ 48 per ton 

.. US ? 68 per ton 

..   US? 80 per ton 
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•old swap oharge art the lowest.   This low cost ariaea, firat, 

due to the difference in oott of charge netallica, second, the 

greater yield in tht eleotrie furnace and third, due to lower fixed 

chargea on investment. 

Alternatif Metalllo Chargea for Sleotrlc ïurnaaa 

The oharge for the electric furnace «ay consist entirely of 

eold scrap, or ooaprise partly liquid iron and partly scrap.   There 

is also the alternative of varying proportions of sponge iron and 

•crap, as well as the possibility of duplexing with LD ateel.   The 

relative merita of alternative charges are briefly reviewed 

below1 

t)  100* aag»p a«yy 

This is the conventional practice followed in wat plants« 

Proper selection and preparation of scrap art receiving greater 

attention.   As aentioned earlier, scrap pre-heatlng increases 

productivity and reduces power consumption.   The use of oxygen 

for melting and refining has become attractive in »any situations 

for achieving higher productivity. 

ii) Part Liquid Iron Charge 

The ability of the eleo trie fumaoe to use hot metal (liquid 

Iron) in limited proportions has been recognised and utilised at 

•ose plants.   At the Bryabo Steelworks in United Kingdom snout 80 

peroent predefined hot natal and 50 peroent serap are used in 40-ton 
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tro furaaosi^6*.   Tb« a°t util it pr«-r«flned with oxygen In « 

special oil-fired furnace.   B7 this treatment the silicon is almost 

wholly oxidised, phosphorouu is reduced fro« 0.4-0.8 percent to 

between 0.05 and O.i percent, carbon is burned down to between 

1 percent and 2.5 percent depending on the carbon content required 

in the finished steel, and the metal temperature is raised by «bout 

SOOOC.   With such a practice, arc furnace power consumption varies 

from 240 to 540 kWh per ton.    The total heat time is reported to 

be 2 to 5 hour«, with a production rate of 15 to 25 tons per hour. 

The new steelmaking shop at Ponpey in lorraine, Franc«, 

with two 60-ton LD vessels and one 60-ton arc furnace praotU«« 

duplexing of LD steel in the arc furnace, to produce special «nd 

low alloy steels for automotive and aviation industries(l7). 

average hourly output of the arc furnace is 80 tons and the power 

•onsumption v«rie. fro. 90 to 250 kWh   per ton.   Slectarode consum- 

ption is around 1.5 kg per ton of steel.    Similar practice has been 

envisaged at the Mysore Iron A Steel Works in India for the pro- 

duction of alloy steels by duplexing LD «nd electric furnao« 

operations« 

ftctsnslve tests conducted In 12-ton «nd 40-ton art» furarne«« 

«.lag ore a« th. «in refining agent at the   Ton Roll Plsnt in 

Switierland Indicate that the power consumption for th« ««ltlng 

«own period with 50 percent scrap 1 50 pere«nt hot »stai oharge It 
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M parant and £8 peroent low«- respectively for low phosphorous 

«ad high phosphorous hot metal chargea, compared to 100 peroent 

oold ohargesl13'.     The total power consumption was lese than 

500 kWh par ton of ingot for most of the heata, and the electrode 

consumption around S kg per ton.   Trials with 70 to 80 percent 

hot Mtal in the oharge hare been conducted and the possibility 

of using successfully euch high proportion of hot metal exists. 

It is understood that Armoo's two 175-ton electric 

furnaces at the Houston plant operate with upto 40 percent hot 

•stai oharge at a sustained production rate of 60 tons per hour*19) 

At the Ghiabote Steelworks in Peru, direct hot aatal is used to 

the extant of 45 to 55 peroent of the oharge la 25-ton aro 

furnace80). 

Ill) 8poage Iron 

Several pre-oreduotloa processes have been developed and 

some of the« have reached operation on commercial scale.   Presently 

oonsidarable interest is baing shown on pre-reduced material for 

Ironmaking and ateelnaking.   QM basic reason for this is the 

relative availability and cost of sorap, iron ore and energy, 

particularly in developing countries with plans for installing 

steelmaking facilities.    Direct reduction also assumes impórtanos 

la countries with larga deposits of natural gas.   lurther, if 

adequate oapital la not available for   installing integrated steal- 

works with conventional iron and a teelmakiag faculties, the 
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•pong« iron/eleotric aro ftirnac. combination protide, a starting 

basis for small planta in emergent countrie..     For thea. reason., 

direct reduction has been employed in South America, and planta 

are being Installed in South Korea, Brazil and New Zealand. 

In regard to the use of sponge iron in electric furnace 

.teelmaking, thia has several advantages.    Sponge iron can be 

produced with uniform characteristics and chemical analysis.    Ita 

oontribution can be significant in the field of high quality ateel 

production as it can provide a dependable supply of melting stock 

with low residuals such as copper, nickel and harmful contaminants. 

The demand made by continuous casting on steel quality is even mora 

.avere than with conventional ingot casting.    It, therefore, become. 

increasingly important to pay attention to the quality of melting 

stock to the arc furnace.    Other advantages of sponge iron are it. 

amenability to mechanised handling and continuoua charging into 

the arc furnace. 

The use of sponge iron for steelmaking is not new. 

Swedish plant, have been u.ing sponge iron produced by the Wieberg- 

Soderfors and Hogana. processes a. . replacement for scrap for some 

yeara. 

* +k« U/tiaiftta v lamina Plant at Monterrey t The HyL proceaa at the Hojalata y AM«»   •«••" 

Mexico, is now an established practice 

80 tons/day unit was commissioned in 1955 and two pilot plant, of 

250 and 550 ton./day operated since 1956/57.   The «mu* .pong. i*o* 
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capacity Is 225,000 tons which it used for steelmaking in electric 

•re furnaces along with scrap.    The meltshop facilities (1-28 ton 

electric arc furnace, 2-55 ton and 1-66 ton) have a rated capacity 

of 550,000 tons per year.    The average proportion of sponge in the 

charge is 58 percent.    The metallisation of the sponge iron is 

85 percent and the total gangue is about 11 percent.    The phosphorous 

content averages 0.45 percent and sulphur content 0.035 percent. 

With this long operating experience, in 1967 a new 500-tons- 

per-day plant has been recently installed in Tubos de Acerode 

Mexico S.A.  (TAMSA), Veracruz.    Hojalata y Lamina is planning to 

construct a new plant near Puebla in Mexico.    In Brazil, Usina 

Siderugica ds Bahia S.A.  (USIBA) Is planning a 500 tons/day plant. 

Also other companies in South America and Asia are seriously con- 

sidering this process^22). 

Another process in which there is growing interest is 

the SL/RN process (Steel Company of Canada, Lurgi, Republic Steel 

Corporation, National Lead Company).    As a result of the 100-tons- 

per-day pilot plant operation at Stelco's Hamilton Works since 

1962, three commercial plants are now under construction: a 

255,000 tons plant for Inchon Ironworks, South Korea (reduction 

degree 76$), 150,000 ton plant for New Zealand Steel Ltd (sponge 

iron with a reduction degree of greater than 90Í) and four 
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..   »-. m.i.,.W Sta.1 »4 »«M*1<« Oorpw.tlo» ltd, 280,000 to» «nit» Ï« »!»•«» «•«* •" 
(22) 

ftwth Alii«« traduction 48« 

«».1« t..ta ho« b«n «onduotad 1» «W. <» th. «.. 

*. SL (ttalta-to**) proo... * H-Alton Work, of th. M 

„^ ot Can«», ha. h..n u»d »P*> 80 poxent in th. charg. In 

. 4,700 »A 15*- .metric arc furnac.    * «—- «» <*»" 

aoMU.ptlo„ U »portad h7 incr.a.ing th. -P«- *- * ** ~» 

„» about 50 p«c.nt.   Th. ,uaHt, of .ta* producd conf ir..d th. 

.«.tar „o^rtle. of th. .pong. 1» - — "»^ *» * 

4.0T.U. I» to. r..inoal oopp« ««*«* of th. .tad. 

T..ta ha« b..n run «enti, h. th. Sta.l 0»p*r «* 

_   ... u„rt. in ttaonton with oontinuou. f.»din| 
Canada at Ita Pr.al«r Work, in «mo« 

„ « .„.g. »on in — -»*. -. 15 to 100 p»o.nt of 

ip0Og. iron ta tad through ». I— •< «~* «* "" 

„„• of th. arc of «oh .1-trod. tat— th. aid. »all - 

th. .Lotrod..   Th. charging .^ta. —Uta of a hop«~, ** 

A w »1».     Th. fe.dlng rat. 1. »pto TOO IM/Uart*. feeder and feed pipes.    «*-*—• 
•. incrtased by as »uch M 45 percent co-pared The production rate increase* Dy a» 

t,.tap for 11 «* **«.*-« — f" -* ^"^ 

„»g, t.. onarg..   Continuo«. otarging of -W «~ * » 
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pilot plant 6-ton are furnace haa baen investigated by IRSID la 

Franca V24'.      It seaas that this proceaa Bay enablfl automation 

of the electric furnace, and even enable continuous steelmaking to 

ba achieved. 

It la reportad that in USA, Gilmore Steel will be con- 

atructlng a fully integrated plant at the Rivergate Induatrlal 

Complex at Portland, Oregon, baaed on metallised pellet facility 

(95 percent Fe) followed by an electric furnace complex with an 

initial capacity of 500,000 tona annually(25^. 

Investigations have bean conducted on production of sponge 

Iron from the Kanjamalal ore near Salem in India in connection 

with the proposed Neyveli-Salem Steel Project^26).     The magnetite 

ore containing about 35 percent iron haa been found amenable to 

magnetic concentration producing a rich concentrate containing about 

65 to 70 percent iron.    This concentrate haa been pelletised and 

used with Neyveli lignite and char as reductant for the production 

of sponge iron.    Laboratory and pilot plant tests carried out at 

Frankfurt in West Germany indicate that good quality sponge iron 

with a high degree of metallisation (upto 97 percent) could ba 

produced by the SL process.   The iron content of the sponge Iron 

is 95 to 94 percent.    However, the sulphur content of the aponga 

was somewhat high during the teats, primarily due to the high sulphur 

content of about 1.5 percent in the Neyvell lignite and 1.4 percent 

in the char.    It will ba possible to produce low sulphur (balow 
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i! 
0.05 percent) .pong, iron by uiiag Indian coal (which contain. 

.bout 0.6 percent sulphur) as roductant.   Rich Indian iron ora 

with upto 68 percent F. contant also can be directly used In th. 

SL process for production of sponge iron. 

Liquid Steel Cost with Alternative Charges 

Th, cost of production of liquid steal u.ing alternatif 

charges of 50 percent hot metal and 50 percent «crap, 50 perçant 

.ponga iron and 50 percent scrap, and 100 p«roent .crap have bean 

..timated for Indian conditions to evaluate the relative économies. 

Catting into ingot or contiguously cast semis has not bean considered 

„ thia will be common to all alternatives.   For this exercise, one 

«-ton arc furnace with a 10,000 kVA transformer, and necessary 

•quipaent and facilities including scrap yard but excluding casting 

facilities have been assumed.    The investment on this arc fumaci 

plant is estimated at Is 12.0 million. 

At regards sponge iron, while there ara a number of pre- 

ces... for It. production, th. SL/RN process ha. been con.id.red 

H«. bacaua. .ome Indian raw materials hav. already baen test«! 

for this process.   We have considered a 50,000 tons per year plant 

to maet the material requirements for a 25-ton electric furnac. 

uaing 50 percent sponge iron in the charge.     The raw matarla!* 

comprise sized high grad. ora with about 66 parent iron contant, 

„on-metallurgical coa a. raductant, and dole*, to ta*. c*r. of 

*-.    -»„  l»-,Jff'« *?...„*"-«.    at 



sulphur. Ih« »pong« iron is expected to analyse «bout 90 percent 

Ft, leas than 0,06 peroent phosphorous «nd leas than 0.05 percent 

sulphur. 

The aponga iron plant coat is estimated at approximately 

li 14.6 Billion (about h 480 per annual ton).    In arriving at the 

produotion cost of sponge iron, the following unit costs at a 

hypothetical plant site are assumedt 
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Siaed iron ore 
Goal 
Dolosità 
fuel oil 
Power 

• • ta 26 per ton (incl h 10 for transport) 
.. fc eo per ton (incl Is 20 for transport) 
• « Is 40 per ton (incl Is 20 for transport) 
.. Is 200 per ton 
• • bO.10/kWh 

On this basis, the production cost of sponge iron ia estimated 

at about fe 190 per ton, as follow a « 

Production Cost 

Is/ton 

Or« and flux 
Reductant and fuel 

Cost above 

Fixed charges (at 16% 
of capital cost) 

Total 

40.00 
52.00 

26.00 

72.00 

I, ¿90,00 

The comparative production coat of liquid steel ia given in 

Table 4.    It should be appreciated that the production costs are only 

indicative of the comparative economics of the alternative charges 

for plain carbon steel production with single slag practice and the 

assumed unit costs. 
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a*•-*   ff'^TpTP. gimmes naiHü P^TCHENT MBTALLXC CHA»ag 
(Basis* One 25-ton 10,000 kVA electric arc furnace) 

Alt-II 
50% Scrap 

LJelS, 
50% Scrap 

inni Scrap     jOfHoTiletal     50% Sponge If»,» 

ÎUld »«tallies/liquid 
steel 

power consumption 
Production 

pw»^tloti Poeti 
Metallice 
Other materials 
Power 
Cost above 

Fixed chargée Ö 13* •* 
capital cost 

Total Cost 

• • 

• • 

• » 

95% «3% 
650 kWh/t        500 kWh/t 
45,000 t/jt     54,000 t/yr 

Productio 
fe/ton 

218.50 
10.40 
65.00 
80.00 

92% 
600 Wh/t 
50,000 t/yr 

JÛ-22 

4ia>90 

256.20 
13.20 
50.00 
81.90 

38.00 

223.80 
10.10 
60.00 
76.50 

aa.oo 

lotejt 
^Snit costi aesumedi 

Scrap •• 
Hot aetal •• 
Sponge iron .. 
KLectric power 

It 200/ton 
U 250/ton 
It 190/ton 
It o.io/ft* 
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•QtrlO Itiraaos in the Indian Steel Industry 

Barin« discussed the possible future role of aro furnaces, 

particularly in dereloping countries, it may be of interest to 

review the experience la the Indian steel industry. 

Annexure I gires a surre7 of the bulk of the electric furnace 

Installations in India today and Fig. 4 shows a plot of transformer 

capacity re shell diameter for the fumaees ^21\   Bated furnace 

holding capacity is also indicated alongside.    It is interesting to 

not« that the curre closely follows the calculated transformer sizes 

for different furnace ratings as recommended for general adoption^. 

Most of the electric furnaces in India are operating in 

steel foundries, while some are also producing small tonnages of 

ingot steel.   The largest units in operation today in the country 

are the two 50-ton furnaces powered by 18,750 kVá transformers at 

Hindustan Steel's Alloy Steel Plant, Durgapur, commissioned in 

November 196?,   Aooording to present thinking, 80-ton furnaces will 

be installed at this plant during expansion. 

While the electric furnace has hitherto been used primarily 

for alloy steels and castings in this eountry, its share in oarbon 

steel is now expected to increase in conjunction with continuous 

casting installations for billet production.   The 25-ton Kalwe arc 

furnace commissioned in December 1965 and the 35-ton furnace under 
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«Mtt at MM- Oto- »-—* P~J.ot) ar. instance. 

S, m, diction,    «h. bu- <*«"* i. also thinking in ter« 

of 1-otrio fu«c^oonti»uoue casting installations at favourable 

location, to «PP* ***** * the r-r°1Ung i"itt8tï7# 

It «old be iater.sting to projsct the probable futur« 

•proc-.*' of Indian .te M.   Taking current trends into 

„count, an esti-ate of the probable share of electric furnace steel 

output in India i» given in Table 5 and Fig. 5. 

TABI* a - flTmiwE• fAS^Jfí] ^ T^V...1QSS:.1960' 

AÎîVi*il Qlltpttt —    V Jm 1875 " 

-;£i   im    «ni    min   mm 
¿¡¿tt   ingot t   ingot t   iügott   ingot t 

1 A* 3 12 5.64 7.40        7.70 
OP"-«***    ,„*    " S3        0.77 1.50        9.40 

"S? "       Sau»    aw 
(Hol HUI tor outing«) 

it i. «p«** th.* 1« th. u« t. un p«no*. th. «mrt 
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ftiM^yr fljgr gfafjj plirt-   Hindustan Steel Liait«!1 a Alloy Steals 

Plant at Durgapur haa two aeltahopa - one (SHS No.l) with two 50-ton 

alactric arc furnacea of Daido-Leotromelt design for production of 

ingota in atainleaa and constructional alloy steels, and the other 

(SK3 Mo.2) with 10-ton arc furnaces and induction furnace for aaking 

high alloy ateela.   Furnace shell diameter of the 50-ton furnaces 

ia 5,182 mm and transformer rating 18,750 kVA. 

The layout of the Steelmelt Shop No.l la shown In Fig. 6. 

Tha overall aise of the building is 130 a long and 83.7 m wide 

oonaiating of 3 aisles - acrap, charging and pouring aisles.   The 

acrap alale la of 30.3 a wide and the charging and pouring aisles 

ara each of 26.7 a wide.   The acrap alale ia aerved by two 10/5-ton 

EOT magnet cranes having a span of 28 a.   The charging alale la 

equipped with two 50/l5-ton EOT cranes with a span of 24 m.   The 

pouring alale la equipped with two 100/30/20-ton EOT cranes having 

a span of 24 a.   The gantry rail lévela are 12 • la the acrap alala 

and 21 a in the charging and pouring aisles. 

a oharging platform 100 a long ia provided in the charging 

alala at an elevation of 6 a.   Openlnga bava been provided at pointa 

where acrap buckets are brought froa aorap alala. 

Two aorap transfer oars fitted with weighing aoalsa avo 

próvido* for traneferring aorap froa aorap alalo to furnace alala. 
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01-shiU typ. charging buok.te.re u..d for cbargüig wrap **> 

«. furnace..   Ito 2.5-ton »bile charger, «re provided for charging 

f.rro-alloys and additions into the furnace.   Two heating furnaces 

are stalled on the charging platform for reheating the ferro-alloy, 

and additions before charging them into the furnace.   One 50-ton 

hot »tal transfer car is provided for transferring of hot metal 

fro« pouring aisle to charging aisle for reladlfcig.    In the pouring 

aisle, one stopper rod drying oven and three ladle heaters are 

installed.   Slag fro« each furnace is collected into 2 cu « slag 

pots carried on self-propelled cars. 

Oxygen lwoing facilities ar. available for both the furnaces. 

Pneumatic tube system is p»vlded for sending the sample, to the 

laboratory and getting back the results.   Fte« extraction syete« i* 

provided for collecting fumes directly from the furnace roofs, «d 

after cooling the gas is discharged into the atmosphere. 

The steel»elt shop has a 50-ton capacity «H vacuum degasing 

unit located in the pitside. 

mïr, u^» *>d Plant:   The steelmelt shop i* »*and Wire Hod Plant 

at Kalwe, Maharashtra, is provided with one 25-ton electric aro 

furnace and a 2-strand continuous casting machine for casting 80 «m .q 

billets.   The ASEA make furnace has a .hell diameter of 4,300 «« 

powered by a 10,000 kVA transformer.   The annual production fro« ttt. 

.hop is expected to be 45,000 to 50,000 ton. liquid .teel of wir. rod 

quality. 

iAlsaiïïîHïaaiijilï 
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UM aoltehop layout it shown in Fig, 7,   Th« «hop building 

If of single stage and «»Misti of 3 aisles - scrap alele, traneforaer 

•111« «ad fttrnae« aisle.   The acrap alale la of 36 m long and is served 

by * 10-ton aagnet erane of 20 • span.   The traneforaer alale la of 

72 • long and 15 • wide.     Besides the furnace transformer, auxiliaries 

for continuous casting Bachine, laboratory and office building, 

storages for refraotories etc are located in this aisle.   The furnace 

aisle is 72 a long with 20 a orane span and houses the aro furnace 

and continuous casting »achine.   This bay is served by a 50/lO-ton 

BOT orane.   The orane rail height in the scrap «isle is 10.5 • and that 

for furnaoe «isle is 14.5 «. 

Scrap is brought into the furnace aisle fro» the scrap aisle 

with the help of « scrap transfer oar and weighed by press-ductor 

fitted on the 50/lO-ton orane.     Sorap is charged into the furnace 

froa the top. 

Ferro-alloys and additions are manually charged into the 

furnace froa the portable storage bunkers located in front of the 

furnaoe.   Slag is collected into slag box and is removed periodically 

froa the pit by the overhead orane.     After sufficient cooling of 

slag, this is removed froa the box and token away by trucks« 

Udl« heating faeilitiee are provided on the ground floor, 

whereas th« launder «ad tundish heating facilities are located oa 
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the norklM pUtfs» of tb* oontinonu» ot*tiag «whin«.   On« JJb 

•m» it installed near the oonoast wohin* for handling of Uunders, 

tundieh «to daring reladling. 

Liquid steel fro» the furnace la tapped in a syphon type ladle 

B.ld in the ladle pit.   The heat is transferred to a ladle stand In 

the continuous casting machine.     Here one burner is provided on the 

ladle for maintaining the hot liquid steel temperature.      Uquid 

steel is cast into billets by the 2-strand continuous casting machine. 

The billets are cut to the proper lengths and discharged onto the 

discharging table.    At the end of the billet discharging table a 

eoollng bed is provided. 

Conditioned billets are fed to a fast, modem Morgardshammer 

wire rod mill which has a capacity of 100,000 tons per year. 

«un invalamenti    The paucity of necessary skills in developing 

countries to meet the requirements of steel plant operation has oft« 

been teli as an iapediaent to rapid growth in steel capacity.   Tni. 

•ay, to some extent, be valid, for instance, in case of open-hearth 

ftonaoe where the necessary skill to make steel has to be gained 

over several years of experience.     The melter's experience and hi. 

personal Judgment are still dominating open-hearth steelaaking 

despite technological improvements.     The dei*nd of the oxygsn 

converter on skill, is to a lesser extent.   Bab in case of are itoM» 

optration th. crev can be roadily train«! in a .bort period by ***** 

^.Eafe... 
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out « well-design«! twining program». Similarly, the development 

of skilled personnel required for continuous casting as compared to 

those for soaking pita and primary mills IS relatively simple. 

Ibis has bean the experience in India where, for instance, 

the personnel for Mukand Iron & Steel's arc furnace and continuous 

oasting facilities could be trained without difficulty.     From the 

first cast, the Indian peraonnel c ould confidently handle the Concast 

machine. 

Similarly the atart-up of the arc furnace facilities of the 

Alloy Steele Plant at Durgapur went off smoothly.   The management on 

operation of arc furnaoe facilities has not posed any problem in India. 

Conolmiian, 

Within a decade the LD process has retired the open- 

hearth from its undisputed position for almost a century.   At the 

same time, the electric furnace, in addition   to its special role for 

the production of alloy steels, has made substantial inroads in the 

field of plain carbon steel.    Its full potential however is yet to 

be exploited, and the present trend towards large furnaces of over 

200 tons with high power operations indicates that the aro furnace 

will continue to grow.   In the foreseeable future, LD and arc furnace 

will be the two major processes sharing the steel production.   Aro 

furnaoe-oontinuous oasting installations are attractive for developing 

countries which do not possess major reso or oes. 
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Sponge iron as melting •took it of special interest to 

dmveloping countries for non-integrated steel plant operation M 

voll M for Meeting the scrap shortage.   The superior characteris- 

tics of sponge iron due to very low residual contaminante, 

amenability to mechanical handling and continuous charging are 

•zpeoted to enhance its importance as melting stock for steelmaking. 

The use of hot metal and continuous charging   of sponge iron would 

further increase production rates. 

A number of new developments have entered the steelmaking 

process 'race*.   The open-hearth and the dual hearth have taken to 

intensive application of oxygen to gain advantage of the speed of 

the oxygen converter.    The oxygen converter is experimenting with 

auxiliary firing to attain the flexibility of the open-hearth in 

sorap melting.   The fuel oxygen scrap process (FOS) is making a bid 

to oompete with the arc furnace.   The latest in the field is spray 

steelmaking and the concept of continuous steelmaking.    This trend 

may perhaps converge towards a single economic steelmaking unit in 

future, an electro-oxy-fuel hearth, seeking to optimise the sorap 

malting flexibility of the open-hearth, the speed of the oxygen 

oonverter, and the high quality product of the electric furnaoe. 
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Figure 1 

World, orada Bteel production by processes 
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Figure 2 

Effect of ultra high power on production 
and costs 
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Figure 3 

Iffeot of pre-heat temperature of scrap on production rate and 
power consumption of electric arc furnace 
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20 

Figure 4 

Shell  dia,  vs transformer capacity of arc furnaces  in  India 
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Figure 5 

Crude steel production by processes  in Tndi«. 
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Figure 6 

Layout of arc-furnace meltshop at Hindustan Steel Ltd's Alloy Steels 
Plant,  Durgapur,   India 
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Figure 7 

Layout   of arc-furnace melt shop with concast machine at  Mukand Iron 
and Steel Works,  Bombay,   India 
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